Today’s Outline

• Course website: http://www.cs.purdue.edu/homes/jtk/cs49000-hci
• Review online course syllabus
• Introductions/expectations
• Review reading opportunities and assignments
• Video wall status (overview, tour, and picture)
Your Tuesday Tasks for the Week

• Read overview materials
  – http://wikipedia.org/wiki/Human-computer_interaction
  – http://www.sigchi.org/
• Create and email...
  – 3-5 “discussion points” for each site
  – Discussion point: a short paragraph, highlights an interesting issue or question, something you will discuss or elaborate on at the next class
  – Email to me (jtk@purdue.edu); subject: “[HCI] Week 1”
• Create an account at http://purdue-hci.wikidot.com (password “henway”); create a landing page (“your-login-id:start”) after account is authorized
• DUE: Noon, Monday, January 17, 2011

Your Thursday Tasks for the Week

• Create an account at http://github.com
• Email me a picture of yourself and your github login id; subject: “[HCI] My Information”
• Configure Eclipse to talk to github (use EGit)
• Create a “hello world” repository at github
• Check out and modify the “test-project” at purdue-hci
• Watch Harris InfoCaster intro